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Abstract 
When there is a perturbation in a carefully constructed aircraft schedule, e.g. an air-
craft breakdown, it is important to minimize the negative consequences of this distur-
bance. Here, a tabu search and a simulated annealing approach to the flight 
perturbation problem are presented. The heuristics use a tree-search algorithm to find 
new schedules for the aircraft, and utilize a path relinking strategy to explore paths 
between structurally different solutions. The computational results indicate that the 
solution strategies, especially the tabu search, can be successfully used to solve the 
flight perturbation problem.  
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Aircraft breakdowns or absent crew members are only two examples of occurrences 
that might force an airline to make alterations in the aircraft schedule. The flight con-
trollers at the airline operations control center (AOCC) that handle these disruptions, 
and thus solve the flight perturbation problem (FPP), have a number of different ac-
tions at their disposal. They may cancel flights, in which case the passengers have to 
be assigned to a new flight and probably compensated in some way. More commonly 
used actions are to delay flights and swap flights, i.e. let another aircraft than origi-
nally planned operate the flight. It may also be possible to use spare aircraft if there 
are any available, or to ferry aircraft, i.e. fly a plane empty to an airport where it is 
needed.  

Cancellations and delays directly affect the passengers and therefore induce costs for 
reassignments, compensations and badwill along with the operational costs that occur 
as a result of any schedule changes. The problem of taking care of passengers that are 
affected by the perturbation and the consequential schedule changes is sometimes 



called the passenger recovery problem. Any alterations in the aircraft schedule may 
affect the maintenance planning for the aircraft. If an aircraft is assigned additional 
flights, it is possible that the need for a maintenance check will arise sooner than 
planned. It is therefore necessary for a maintenance planner to approve of any 
changes to the aircraft schedule before they are executed. The crew schedule may 
have been disrupted by the same perturbation that caused trouble in the aircraft sche-
dule. Furthermore, any changes in the aircraft schedule may also affect the crew 
schedule. The crew recovery problem is the problem of repairing the crew schedule, 
e.g. by repositioning crew and utilizing standby crew.  

It is possible to attack these perturbation problems all at once, but a more common 
approach is to solve each one of them separately. In the process, solution information 
from one of the problems can be used as input data to the other problems. For exam-
ple, the FPP, which is also called the aircraft recovery problem, might be solved first. 
This solution can be presented to the people responsible for maintenance planning, 
crew planning and passenger recovery, who may modify it if possible to suit their 
requirements, after which the new schedule is executed. If it is not possible to modify 
the solution, a new schedule has to be created and the process has to be repeated. 
Most research devoted to airline perturbation problems make the assumption that the 
planning processes are separated, but the trend is moving towards the study of inte-
grated solution procedures.  

The ideal approach would be to solve the FPP while guaranteeing that the mainten-
ance and crew planning stays feasible. Furthermore, the solution should minimize the 
both aircraft and crew recovery costs as well as the costs for passenger recovery. 
However, this problem is extremely complex and would require a long solution time. 
One important quality of a decision support tool that solves the FPP is that it has to 
produce a solution fast. The disruptions in the schedule will become more serious 
with time if no changes are made to prevent this from happening. Thus, the control-
lers have to make very quick decisions, in most situations, and cannot wait a long 
time for a solution. It is difficult to state a minimum response time. Løve et al. (2002) 
claim that it should be less than three minutes, but this naturally varies depending on 
the airline, the severity and urgency of the problem, and on the quality of the solution 
produced by the decision support tool. If the tool only solves one of the schedule re-
pair problems, it may be necessary to run it multiple times before an acceptable solu-
tion is obtained. In this case, it is vital that the solution time is short.  

Another important quality is that the solutions should be easy to understand and in-
tuitively plausible from a user perspective, otherwise the controller may dismiss the 
solution simply because it does not appear valid. A solution should therefore have as 
few changes as possible from the original schedule. It should also guarantee that the 
schedule returns to normal after a certain time.  

The FPP has received some attention from researchers. Previous attempts to solve it 
include the works of Teodorovic and Gubernic (1984), Teodorovic and Stojkovic 
(1990, 1995), Jarrah et al. (1993), Cao and Kanafi (1997:1, 1997:2), Yan and Yang 
(1996), Yan and Tu (1997), Argüello, Bard, and Yu (1997), Thengvall, bard, and Yu 
(2000), Løve et al. (2002), Filar, Manyem, and White (2001), Stojcovic et al. (2002), 
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Rosenberger et al. (2002), Rosenberger, Johnson, and Nemhauser (2003), and Kohl 
et al. (2004) among others.  

In this paper, a decision support tool for the FPP is presented. A solution is a revised 
aircraft schedule, where flights may have been delayed, cancelled or swapped. Crew, 
maintenance and passenger recovery are not regarded explicitly. The solutions al-
ways guarantee a return to the original aircraft schedule however, which to some ex-
tent ensures that the negative impact on the other schedules is reduced. In Andersson 
and Värbrand (2004), different solution strategies for the problem are evaluated, in-
cluding a Lagrangian heuristic and two heuristic column generation algorithms. Here, 
two meta heuristics that utilize path relinking, are presented and compared to one of 
the solution strategies proposed in Andersson and Värbrand (2004). Furthermore, the 
heuristics in this paper produce not just one solution, but a set of ranked, structurally 
different solutions that a flight controller can choose from.  

1. Modeling Assumptions  
The problem that is modeled here, is finding a revised aircraft schedule when the 
original schedule has been perturbed. In order to do this, flights can be cancelled or 
delayed. New aircraft assignments, i.e. swaps, can be made, both within a fleet of 
aircraft as well as between different aircraft types. However, a flight can only be 
transferred from one aircraft type to another if the new aircraft has sufficient capacity 
to handle the passengers on the flight.  

The flight perturbation problem originates from a non-planned event, e.g. an aircraft 
malfunction. As soon as news of this event reaches the AOCC, the problem has to be 
solved. Here, the point in time when the problem has to be solved is called the start 
time. From the start time and for a specific period forward, changes can be made in 
the schedule. We call this period the decision period. The decision period ends at the 
end time. At this time it is made sure that the schedule has returned to normal, i.e. 
each aircraft operates its originally planned flights. By forcing the schedule back to 
normal, the consequences for the crew planning and the maintenance planning should 
not be as severe as they would be if the changes made during the decision time had a 
lasting impact on the schedule. Furthermore, getting back to the plan is common air-
line practice (Kohl et al. (2004)). Therefore, the solutions should be attractive from a 
user perspective.  

The decision time has to be long enough for it to exist good solutions to the problem. 
However, increasing the decision time also increases the number of flights that has to 
be regarded in the solution process, and consequently the solution time. It is therefore 
important to choose the length of the decision time carefully.  

At the start time, each aircraft is assigned to a specific route, i.e. a certain sequence of 
flights that the aircraft is scheduled to operate during the decision time. Each flight 
that is included generates revenue to the route. The only costs that are regarded here 
are the costs associated with possible changes or perturbations in the schedule. This 
means that a route that is not perturbed does not have any associated costs. A route 
that has been changed in some way, e.g. includes delayed flights, will have a pertur-
bation cost that is subtracted from the revenue.  
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There are principally two ways of calculating the revenue for a route; by using real 
costs or by using weights. When using real costs, the revenue for operating flight j 
with aircraft k should include the net revenue for operating the flight subtracted by 
the cost for using a new aircraft if k was not supposed to fly j originally (i.e. a swap 
cost). The cost for delaying or canceling flight j, should include a badwill cost as well 
as costs for reassigning and compensating passengers. Many of these costs are of 
course very hard to obtain, e.g. a badwill cost can never be more than an estimation. 
Furthermore, neither the net revenue for a flight nor the costs associated with the 
possible cancellation or delaying of the flight are known in advance. The expected 
number of passengers on the flight may not be equal to the number of passenger ac-
tually flying, due to e.g. refundable tickets, no-shows and overbooking. The main 
advantage with using real costs, if such can be found, is that it is easy to motivate the 
optimal solution for the users of the model since the solution is the most cost effec-
tive way of dealing with the problem at hand.  

When weights are used, the controller will set the costs for the model, e.g. the user 
may weight the cost for aircraft swaps within the same fleet to 1, for aircraft swaps 
between fleets to 20, for canceling a flight to 10 and for delaying a flight to 1. Using 
these weights, the easiest way to obtain the revenue generated if aircraft k flies flight 
j, is to start by letting the revenue for operating flight j be equal the cancellation 
weight multiplied by the number of passengers on that flight. Thus, the revenue is not 
a measure of how much the passengers pay for their tickets, but more of an inverted 
shortage cost for not operating a certain flight. In practice, the revenue also depends 
on whether or not the passengers are able to make their connections. To capture this 
fact, a cost for a missed passenger connection can be added. Unfortunately in this 
work, the available data does not include passenger connections, and therefore these 
potential costs are not regarded.  

From the revenue, the swap weight is subtracted if aircraft k was not originally as-
signed to that flight. A swap is thus defined here as a flight that is operated by anoth-
er aircraft than the originally planned. It should be noted that the swap costs are the 
components that effectively preserve large parts of the original schedule. From the 
revenue, the cost for delaying flight j also has to be subtracted. This cost is calculated 
as the weight for delays multiplied by the number of passengers on flight j and by the 
number of time units that the flight is delayed.  

In a feasible solution, each aircraft is assigned to a feasible route. The value of the 
solution is calculated as the sum of the revenues for the routes. If the weight for 
swaps is set to a large value while the weight for delay is set to a low value, a solu-
tion with delayed passengers will probably rank higher than a solution with many 
swaps. Still, even if the flight controller has set the weights, it may be interesting for 
him or her to obtain a set of structurally different solutions to choose from. None of 
these solutions should however be dominated by another. Let ci be the number of 
passengers affected by a cancellation in solution i, si the number of regular swaps, fi 
the number of swaps between aircraft types and di the delay in passenger minutes 
(number of passengers on a flight multiplied by the delay for the flight) for solution i. 
Then solution i dominates solution j if:  

cj ≥ ci AND sj ≥ si AND fj ≥ fi AND dj ≥ di AND (cj > ci OR sj > si OR fj > fi OR dj > di) 
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Of course, solutions that are not dominated may still be much less attractive from a 
user perspective. The weights can be used to rank all, or a certain number of the best, 
non-dominated solutions that are found by a solution algorithm. These solutions can 
then be presented to the user who will have a set of distinctly different solutions to 
choose from. In this way, the experience of the user can be efficiently utilized, as she 
or he is able to judge the solutions produced by the model and add relevant aspects 
that are not covered by it, e.g. the possibility to reassign passengers from a cancelled 
flight to one that is not cancelled. 

2. Two Meta Heuristics 
A meta heuristic might be described as an enhanced local search algorithm, where the 
main improvement lies in the ability to move away from local optima. To use a local 
search, it is necessary to have a solution to start with. By performing a change in this 
solution, a new solution is obtained. The solutions that can be reached from the initial 
solution by a certain change are called neighbors, and the total set of neighbors is 
referred to as the neighborhood. In a local search, the neighborhood (or a part of it) is 
explored, and the best neighbor is selected as the improving solution. If no better 
solution can be found in the neighborhood, the algorithm terminates.  

Algorithm 1 describes a local search algorithm for finding solutions to the FPP. This 
local search provides the base for the two meta heuristics. In Step 1 a feasible solu-
tion is needed. Here, the solution where only delays are used to resolve the perturba-
tion is selected as the initial solution. The set Fsk in Step 2 is the route for aircraft k in 
the initial solution. The set N in Step 3 will be empty in the beginning, when using 
the initial solution with only delayed flights, but will contain the possible cancelled 
flights in the current solution when the algorithm has run for a couple of iterations. 

The main loop of the local search algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 starts at Step 5 
and ends at Step 20 when no improving solution can be found. In each iteration, the 
neighbors to the current solution, s, are evaluated; this is done in the loop starting at 
Step 8. Two aircraft are selected in some way, and all the flights they are supposed to 
fly in the current solution are added to a pool together with the cancelled flights (Step 
9 - 11). In Step 12, a recursive tree-search algorithm is used to find all interesting, 
feasible routes for aircraft a, assuming that the aircraft can only operate flights in the 
pool, Ntemp.  

The routes that are found by the tree-search algorithm have to be feasible from 
a connection perspective, e.g. if an aircraft operates flight 2 after flight 1, the 
departure airport for flight 2 has to be the same as the arrival airport for flight 
1. Furthermore, the last flight in the route has to be connectable to the original-
ly planned schedule for the aircraft. Sometimes it is necessary to delay a flight 
before inserting it in a route. If this is the case, the minimum required delay is 
used. Using excessive delay when connecting the flight creates a route that is 
dominated by one where minimum delay is used. Thus, such a route is not in-
teresting, even though it is still feasible. The routes also have to be feasible 
from a capacity perspective. If the number of passengers on a flight exceeds 
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the capacity of the aircraft, which may happen when trying to perform swaps 
between different aircraft types, the swap is not allowed.  
 

Algorithm 1: The local search algorithm 

1. Start with a feasible solution, s, with an objective function value of z 

2. Let Fsk be the set of flights assigned to aircraft k in solution s 

3. Let N be the set of flights not assigned to any aircraft 

4.  Let LocalOpt = 0 

5. Repeat { 

6.  Let ztemp = z, Ntemp = N, stemp = s 

7.  Let P = the set of unique aircraft pairs in s 

8.  While P≠ ∅ { 

9.   Select an aircraft pair in P: aircraft a and b 

10.   P = P – (a, b)  

11.   Ntemp = Ntemp ∪ Fsa ∪ Fsb 

12.   Find all feasible routes for aircraft a, using only the flights in the set 
Ntemp 

13.   Repeat the step above for aircraft b 

14.   Pick one route for each of the two aircraft so that no flight is covered 
more than once, and the revenue is maximized 

15.   Let snew be the solution with the two new routes, znew the value of this 
solution and Nnew the set of cancelled flights in this solution 

16.   If znew > ztemp { stemp = snew, ztemp = znew, Ntemp = Nnew } 

17.  } 

18.  If ztemp ≠ z { s = stemp,z = ztemp, N = Ntemp } 

19.  Else { LocalOpt = 1 } 

20. } Until LocalOpt = 1 

 

The number of routes produced by the tree-search algorithm varies with the 
problem size and the data characteristics. In the computational tests performed 
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in this work, the number of columns that was produced for an aircraft varied 
from two up to thousands, but the median value was around 20.  
The route finding process is repeated for aircraft b, and in Step 14, one route is se-
lected for each one of the two aircraft to form the new solution. In Step 14, a small 
set packing problem is actually solved; a column has to be assigned to each of the 
aircraft and no flight must be flown more than once (but might be cancelled). How-
ever, no optimization techniques are used to solve it, since complete enumeration of 
the possible combinations is quite efficient in this case. In Step 16, the new solution 
is checked against the current best neighbor candidate, and if it is better (i.e. has a 
higher revenue) it is saved. If the objective function value for the best neighbor to s is 
higher that the current objective function value (z), the local search will move to this 
new solution, otherwise the flag LocalOpt is set to 1 and the search terminates (Step 
18 - 20).  

The neighborhood in the local search is defined by all solutions that can be reached 
by picking a unique pair of aircraft and finding new routes for them. This means that 
if K is the number of aircraft, there are K(K-1)/2 solutions in the neighborhood. A 
local search could check all the solutions in the neighborhood and pick the best one, 
before making the move to the new solution, like in Algorithm 1. If this is too com-
putationally expensive, it is possible to select the aircraft pair e.g. randomly and al-
ways move when a better solution is found. Algorithm 1 can easily be extended to the 
meta heuristics tabu search (TS) and simulated annealing (SA).  

2.1 Tabu Search 

The classic reference for tabu search is Glover (1986), but today information on the 
heuristic can be found in many textbooks, e.g. Aarts and Lenstra (1997) and Reeves 
(1993). The enhancement built into a TS algorithm, i.e. what separates it from a local 
search algorithm, is the addition of a tabu list. The tabu list consists of certain 
attributes that define if a move from a certain solution to another is allowed. The 
main purposes are to assure that the algorithm does not stop at a local optimum, and 
to prevent cycling, i.e. that the same solutions are visited repeatedly. If the tabu list 
consists of the L latest solutions, it is possible to guarantee that cycles shorter than L 
iterations will not occur. However, in many cases it is impractical to use the actual 
solutions as the tabu attribute. This requires each candidate solution to be constructed 
and evaluated before it is possible to determine the tabu status of the solution, a 
process that may be quite time consuming. Therefore the tabu list often consists of 
the latest L moves, i.e. the latest changes that have been performed. Restricting a cer-
tain change in the solution, usually affects more than one solution in the neighbor-
hood. This means that forbidding a certain change is more restrictive than forbidding 
a certain solution. However, if no information of the recently visited solutions is 
saved (with the obvious exception of the best solution found) it is not longer possible 
to guarantee that cycles will not appear. Therefore, it is important to choose the tabu 
attribute carefully.  

Many would consider the most obvious choice of a tabu attribute for the problem 
studied here, to be an aircraft or an aircraft pair. In the first case, this means that an 
aircraft that has already been selected must not be chosen again for the next L itera-
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tions. In the second case, it is forbidden to select a certain aircraft pair. The first 
choice means that a large portion of the solutions in the neighborhood will become 
tabu, while the second does not even guarantee the avoidance of cycles longer than 
three iterations (see Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Example of cycling when using inappropriate tabu attributes 

 A B C 

old new old new old new
0 - a1 - b1 - c1 
1 a1 a2 b1 b2 c1 c1 

2 a2 a1 b1 b2 c1 c2 

3 a1 a1 b2 b1 c2 c1 

 

In Table 1, aircraft A and B obtain new routes in iteration 1; aircraft A changes from 
route a1 to route a2 and aircraft B from route b1 to route b2. Then aircraft A and C 
are selected in iteration 2, where the best route for A is the old one, a1, and C gets a 
new route, c2. Finally in iteration 3, both aircraft B and C obtain their old routes, b1 
and c1, and the start solution, the same as in iteration 0, is reached.  

To pick an aircraft or an aircraft pair as tabu attributes are examples of making a 
change in the solution tabu, rather than making a solution tabu. When implemented, 
initial testing shows that these types of tabu attributes are not suited for the problem 
studied here. Therefore, an attempt is made to make solutions tabu instead of 
changes, but this requires that it is possible to efficiently check whether or not a solu-
tion is tabu. A solution is defined by which routes the aircraft fly. Thus by checking 
the assignments for the aircraft, it is possible to see if the solution has been visited 
recently. However, this would not be a very quick way of finding out if a solution is 
tabu. Instead, let the value of the solution, the accumulated number of swaps, aircraft 
type swaps and the total accumulated delay experienced by the passengers define a 
unique solution. This makes it less time consuming to compare two solutions. What 
may happen in rare cases is that all values match for two different solutions, but in 
this case they have very similar characteristics, and the performance of the algorithm 
most likely benefits from making similar solutions tabu. This means that when a new 
solution is made tabu according to the parameters described, not only the solution 
just visited is made tabu, but all solutions sharing its characteristics as well.  

The main change in Algorithm 1 is that a new solution, snew, is checked for tabu sta-
tus before a move to this solution is considered, e.g. between Step 14 and 15. It will 
also be possible to accept solutions that are worse than the current one, which means 
that the algorithm will always move to the new solution, i.e. the if check in Step 18 is 
removed. Finally ztemp will have to be initialized to a large negative value in Step 6, 
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and an alternative termination criterion to the one in Step 20 is needed, e.g. a fixed 
number of iterations or a number of iterations without improvement.  

2.2 Simulated Annealing 

Simulated annealing is constructed to imitate the cooling of material from a fluid to a 
solid state. Kirkpatrick, Gellat, and Vecchi (1983) suggested that by simulating this 
process, solutions to optimization problems could be found. Since then SA has been 
extensively studied theoretically and widely used in practical applications.  

Two important qualities of all SA algorithms are the temperature and the cooling 
schedule. The temperature, t, controls how likely it is for the search to move to a so-
lution worse than the current; a high t corresponds to a high probability. If a high 
initial t is used, the search will move through the search space in a randomly fashion, 
but this will hardly guarantee a convergence towards a good solution. Therefore, it is 
necessary to lower the temperature during the iterative process and in this way lower 
the probability for accepting worse solutions. This is done with a cooling schedule. 
Common for most cooling schedules is that they make the temperature converge to-
wards zero, which means that the algorithm will become a local search as no solu-
tions worse than the current will be accepted. The two most widely used cooling 
schedules are (Dowsland (1993)): 

• Reduce t according to t = α t, every nrep iteration, e.g. using an α between 
0.8 and 0.99  

• Reduce t according to t = t / (1 + β t), every iteration, using a small β, e.g. 
0.01 

A worse solution is accepted with a probability that depends on the temperature and 
on how much lower the revenue is. The probability is calculated as exp((znew–z)/t) 
and checked against a randomly generated number between 0 and 1. If the probability 
is higher than the randomly generated number, the move is made, despite the new 
solution being worse than the current.  

In SA, a solution in the neighborhood is selected randomly and evaluated. As ex-
plained above, the algorithm may move to this solution or not depending on the value 
of the solution and the temperature. Some changes have to be made to Algorithm 1 in 
order to implement this. The while loop in Step 8 can be removed since only one so-
lution will be evaluated each iteration. This also eliminates the need for the temp va-
riables, i.e. a neighbor is selected randomly (Step 9) and evaluated (Step 15). If it is 
accepted, the search moves to this solution, otherwise the search stays at the current 
solution.  

When the temperature has been reduced significantly, no solution that is worse than 
the current will be accepted. If the current solution is a local optimum, this means 
that the search will not continue. To prevent this, a counter is added, and when no 
new solution has been accepted for a certain number of iterations (here three times 
the size of the neighborhood), a local search mode is triggered. In the local search 
mode, all neighbors to the current solution are examined. If a move to one of them is 
accepted, the SA search continues as usual. If the search does not move to any of the 
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neighbors, the current solution is verified as a local optimum, and temperature is 
raised to the start value. This strategy does not work however, if there are multiple 
local optima. Then the local search will always find the equally good solutions and 
move to one of them. To identify this behavior, another counter keeps track of the 
objective function value of the accepted solutions. When only solutions with the 
same objective function value have been accepted for a certain number of iterations 
(here the neighborhood size divided by three), the temperature is raised to the start 
value. The same type of termination criterion as for the TS heuristic can be used for 
SA.  

2.3 Path Relinking and Non-dominated Solutions 

Path relinking (PR) was introduced by Glover and Laguna (1993) as an extension in 
tabu search. Two solutions, one initial solution and one guiding solution, are selected 
from a set of elite solutions that have been found during the search. From the initial 
solution to the guiding solution, a path is generated. The idea is that the solutions in 
the path should share some characteristics with the initial and guiding solutions. In 
the best case, a new solution improving the current best may be found among the 
intermediate solutions, but even if not, one of the intermediate solutions can be se-
lected as a new starting point for the search.  

Three components are vital in PR (Ho and Gendreau (2004)): how to construct the set 
of elite solutions, how to choose the initial and guiding solutions, and how to move 
along the path.  

The set of elite solutions can e.g. consist of local optima, or solutions that differs sig-
nificantly. In the application studied here, a set of non-dominated solutions, which by 
definition differs significantly, is desired as an output from the search. This set is 
therefore appropriate to use as the set of elite solutions.  

There exist a number of strategies for choosing initial and guiding solutions, e.g. pick 
the best and the worst solutions in the set, or select the solutions randomly. Here, 
initial testing shows that the set of non-dominated solutions rarely grow beyond an 
unmanageable size. In general, it stays below 10 - 15 solutions. However, to prevent 
the set from growing too large, no more than 20 non-dominated solutions are stored 
in the set. Of course, the non-dominated solutions with the highest objective function 
values are used. It is not particularly time consuming to perform a path relinking be-
tween two solutions. Therefore, as soon as a new solution enters the elite set, it is 
selected as the initial solution. Path relinking is then performed to all the other solu-
tions in the set.  

Depending of how the moves from the initial to the guiding solution are performed, 
there exist a variety of possible paths. The objective in each move is to bring some 
attributes from the guiding solution to the current solution. How the moves are ac-
complished in the application studied here is described in Algorithm 2.  

Algorithm 2 starts with an initial solution and a guiding solution. In each iteration of 
the loop, beginning in Step 7, a new intermediate solution, y, is found and stored. If 
the new solution is non-dominated, it is also saved as one of the elite solutions. If the 
new solution dominates any of the old elite solutions, the old solution is removed 
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from the set. The same procedure is used for updating the set of elite solutions during 
the normal search (TS or SA) as well.  

In Step 9, an aircraft is selected. From the set of all aircraft, the one whose route rev-
enue differs mostly from the route revenue in the guiding solution is chosen. The 
reason for this is to find a move that results in a long step towards the guiding solu-
tion. The move consists of finding a new route for aircraft a. This new route should 
have more flights in common with the route in the guiding solution. In Step 10, one 
additional aircraft, b, is selected, if there exist any aircraft operating flights that 
should be operated by a, in accordance to the guiding solution. If no such aircraft 
exist, aircraft a operates flights that should be cancelled, or there exist cancelled 
flights that should be operated by aircraft a. In both cases, aircraft a is assigned the 
route it has in the guiding solution, and any additional flights are added to the set of 
cancelled flights, Ny (Step 12 - 14). Similarly, any missing flights are taken from the 
set of cancelled flight.  

If there exist an aircraft b, all the flights from aircraft a and b and the set of cancelled 
flights are added to a pool. From this pool, only the set of flights that can be found in 
the route for aircraft a in the guiding solution is used to create new routes (Step 16), 
using the same tree-search algorithm as in Algorithm 1. The revenues of the routes in 
the new set, Ra, are compared to the revenue of the route in the guiding solution. The 
route whose revenue is closest to the revenue in the guiding solution, is selected as 
the new route for aircraft a (Step 17 - 18). In a similar manner, a new route is gener-
ated for aircraft b (Step 19 - 21). The set of cancelled flights is then updated to reflect 
the new routes for aircraft a and b (Step 22).  

In Step 24, the current solution, x, is updated with the changes. The process continues 
until the guiding solution has been reached, i.e. x = t.  

When the path relinking process has finished, it is possible to use one of the interme-
diate solutions as the starting point for the continuing TS or SA search. However, 
initial experiments have shown that this does not improve the search for solutions 
with a high objective function value. Thus, the only time the regular search is de-
viated to one of the intermediate solutions is when the new solution is the best found 
so far. 

3. Computational Results 
For the computational tests, there are three different data sets, s1, s2, and s3, of dif-
ferent sizes. Table 2 sums up the important characteristics for the data sets. 

The first two data sets are flight data from a Swedish domestic airline. The third data 
set is based on the same data, but artificially extended in order to get a larger set. The 
data sets are perturbed in two different ways, a and b, where a is an aircraft break-
down and b the imposed delay on a number of flights in the set, e.g. caused by a 
ground holding program (some flights are issued a new departure time by the air traf-
fic control authorities in order to reduce congestion). This gives the data sets s1a, 
s1b, s2a, s2b, s3a, and s3b. In s1a an aircraft is unavailable for five hours, and in s1b 
two flights are imposed with delays for 25 and 30 minutes respectively. In s2a an 
aircraft is unavailable for six hours, while in s2b four flights are imposed with delays 
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ranging from 15 up to 40 minutes. In s3a, one aircraft is unavailable for ten hours, 
and two flights are delayed for one hour each. Finally, in s3b, all flights departing 
from the largest airport are affected by a decrease in capacity at the airport. This re-
sults in 55 flights being delayed from five minutes up to 4 hours and 35 minutes.  

 

Table 2. The data sets 

 Data Set 

 s1 s2 s3 

Number of aircraft 13 30 58 

Number of aircraft types 2 5 5 

Number of flights 98 215 436

Number of airports 19 32 41 

 

By manipulating the weights, i.e. the objective function coefficients in the problem, 
even more problem instances can be obtained from the data sets. s1a1 will then cor-
respond to a problem using flight data s1, with perturbation a, and weight setting 1, 
which for s1a1 correspond to a cancellation weight (can) of 20, a weight for swaps 
between different aircraft types (sw-f) of 100, a swap weight (sw) of 20 and a delay 
weight (del) of 1 (see Table 3). Each weight setting has been selected to produce a 
unique solution (BKS) with a different characteristic than the other solutions. For 
example, in run s1a1 the solution includes 30 cancelled passengers (c), 2 swaps be-
tween different aircraft types (f), 8 regular swaps (s) and no delayed flights (d). Now, 
if the flight controller does not like swaps between aircraft types, the corresponding 
weight may be increased from 100 to 1000, which gives the setting in run s1a2. In 
run s1a2 the solution includes no swaps between aircraft types, but instead the num-
ber of passengers affected by a cancelled flights has increased to 46. The delay (d), 
which is evident in s1a3 where the cancellation weight has been increased as well, is 
given in passenger minutes.  

The best known solutions (BKS) for all runs on the data sets s1 and s2 have been 
obtained by a Lagrangian heuristic (Andersson and Värbrand (2004)), which also 
produce an upper bound (UBD) for the solutions. The gap between the BKS and the 
UBD is small enough to ensure that the optimal solution has been found for all runs 
on these sets. Unfortunately, the Lagrangian heuristic requires too much internal 
computer memory for it to solve any instances on the data set s3. The BKS’s for this 
data set have been obtained by running each of the TS and SA algorithms for one 
hour each and take the best solution found. The values in the zd column are of solu-
tions that use only delays to resolve a perturbation. These can be used as reference 
values, as the large objective function values make any kind of gap between the solu-
tions rather small. All test have been performed on a on a PC laptop with a Pentium 
1000 MHz processor and 512 Mb RAM.  
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Table 3. Characteristics of the best known solutions for each problem 

D-set Weights Results 

 can sw-f sw del UBD zd BKS c f s d 

s1a1 20 100 10 1 43840.8 28685 43840 30 2 8 0 

s1a2 20 1000 10 1 43760.3 28685 43760 46 0 4 0 

s1a3 100 1000 10 1 218980.0 207565 218980 32 0 0 1420

s1a4 100 100 10 1 220680.9 207565 220680 25 4 2 0 

s1b1 20 100 10 1 44600.1 43140 44600 0 0 12 0 

s1b2 20 100 100 1 44070.0 43140 44070 0 0 4 250 

s1b3 20 100 400 1 43140.0 43140 43140 0 0 0 1580

s2a1 20 100 10 1 68480.9 38020 68480 29 2 4 0 

s2a2 20 1000 10 1 68000.9 38020 68000 65 0 0 0 

s2a3 100 1000 10 1 341865.0 315220 341865 29 0 12 1615

s2b1 20 100 10 1 69080.9 68655 69080 0 0 12 100 

s2b2 20 100 10 10 68720.8 62850 68720 23 0 12 0 

s2b3 20 100 50 1 68900.9 68655 68900 0 2 2 100 

s3a1 20 100 10 1 - 62340 141970 85 2 13 0 

s3a2 100 100 10 1 - 638340 713940 40 6 14 1320

s3a3 100 1000 10 1 - 638340 713090 40 0 27 2640

s3b1 20 100 10 1 - 127010 134240 256 3 13 4030

s3b2 20 1000 10 1 - 127010 133980 291 0 17 4030

s3b3 20 1000 10 10 - -25900 130520 628 0 32 60 

 

The maximum delay allowed for a single flight is set to 90 minutes for all flights and 
a feasible route may contain a maximum of 16 flights. The decision time is one day; 
the first flights start a couple of minutes after four am, and the last flights arrive to 
their overnight station around nine pm, if there are no delays.  

The start temperature for the SA algorithm should be high enough to enable almost 
any move in the beginning. Therefore it is set to the mean revenue that is produced 
by two aircraft. This means that even a solution that cancels all flights operated by 
the two selected aircraft probably will be accepted. The temperature is then reduced 
according to a geometric cooling schedule, t = t * a, where a = 0.78, every nrep ite-
ration. nrep is set equal to the size of the neighborhood - i.e. 78, 435, and 1653 for s1, 
s2, and, s3 respectively - to give the algorithm plenty of time to explore each temper-
ature.  
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Table 4. Results from testing the meta heuristics 

D-set Strat Results [% from BKS]
  5 s 10 s 15 s 30s 60 s 

s1a1 
SA 0.025 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s1a2 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s1a3 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s1a4 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s1b1 
SA 0.009 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 0.045 

s1b2 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s1b3 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s2a1 
SA 0.083 0.072 0.015 0.004 0.000 
TS 0.058 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s2a2 
SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s2a3 
SA 0.151 0.110 0.024 0.009 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s2b1 
SA 0.197 0.161 0.056 0.020 0.002 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s2b2 
SA 0.177 0.177 0.148 0.074 0.014 
TS 0.146 0.146 0.087 0.000 0.000 

s2b3 
SA 0.039 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s3a1 
SA 0.561 0.561 0.561 0.412 0.347 
TS 0.155 0.155 0.155 0.155 0.155 

s3a2 
SA 0.477 0.366 0.234 0.182 0.146 
TS 0.144 0.144 0.144 0.032 0.000 

s3a3 
SA 0.459 0.454 0.182 0.102 0.052 
TS 0.273 0.273 0.273 0.273 0.186 

s3b1 
SA 2.858 2.858 2.858 2.133 1.964 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s3b2 
SA 2.756 2.756 2.752 2.285 2.066 
TS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

s3b3 
SA 1.570 1.528 1.503 1.351 0.280 
TS 6.827 1.984 0.0613 0.038 0.038 
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In the TS, all the solutions in the neighborhood are evaluated in during an iteration, 
and the best one that is not tabu selected as the new solution. A tabu list with a length 
set to the size of the neighborhood divided by twenty plus twenty - i.e. 24, 42, and 
103 for s1, s2, and, s3 respectively - is used.  

The results from the computational tests are shown in Table 4. The D-set column 
tells which one of the four data sets, and which weights, that are used. The Strat col-
umn states which solution strategy that is used, where SA = simulated annealing and 
TS = tabu search. The best solution found within 5, 10, 15, 30 and 60 seconds are 
compared to the best known solution (BKS) for the particular problem. 

The results in Table 4 are promising, especially for the TS heuristic. For this solution 
strategy, the BKS is quickly found for all of the runs on the data sets s1 and s2, ex-
cept in s1b1 and s2b2, where in the latter case the BKS is found after 20 seconds. 
The largest data set, s3, offers more of a challenge, even if the BKS is found in some 
of these tests as well. The SA heuristic does produce acceptable solutions, but in gen-
eral seems less successful than the TS heuristic. This is especially evident for the set 
s3b, where the SA algorithm produces solutions with a significantly lower objective 
function value compared to the TS heuristic. The only problem for which the SA 
heuristic performs better than the TS heuristic is s1b1 and the first 15 seconds for 
s3b3. 

One interesting question is whether the algorithms benefit from the path relinking 
process. From the computational tests, only one conclusion can be drawn. The path 
relinking process is valuable for finding non-dominated solutions.  

 

Table 5. Number of non-dominated solutions found after 20 seconds, by tabu 
search (TS) and tabu search with path relinking (TS-PR) 

 s1a s1b s2a s2b s3a s3b 

 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

TS 5 2 3 3 2 3 4 3 5 4 3 5 7 4 6 4 8 7 14

TS-PR 7 2 4 3 11 4 4 4 5 13 10 17 10 5 20 4 20 20 20

 

In Table 5, the number of non-dominated solutions found after 20 seconds by the 
tabu search heuristic is presented, both without and when using path relinking. New 
non-dominated solutions are often found when moving between two non-dominated 
solutions. Thus, the number of non-dominated solutions available to the user after 20 
seconds is larger when path relinking is utilized. The results did not indicate that the 
search for solutions with a high objective function value benefited from PR, although 
no adverse effect could be identified either.  

When the SA or TS heuristics have finished, they present a ranked list of non-
dominated solutions for the user. This list can look like in Table 6, which is from a 
20 second run on problem s2b2. Solutions 8 – 16 are removed to save space.  
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Table 6. The list of non-dominated solutions presented by the tabu search heu-
ristic after 20 seconds on problem s2b2 

Solution z c f s d 

1 68720 23 0 12 0 

2 68620 23 2 2 0 

3 68460 41 0 2 0 

4 68180 0 0 12 100 

5 68100 50 2 0 0 

6 68080 0 2 2 100 

7 67940 68 0 0 0 

: : : : : : 

17 62850 0 0 0 645 

 

The best solution, as ranked by the weights, is presented as the first solution in Table 
6. Interesting to note is that both the best solutions to s2b1 and s2b3 can be found in 
the list, as solutions number 4 and 6. Furthermore, the two extreme solutions where 
only cancellations are used to resolve the perturbation (Solution 7) and only delays 
are used (Solution 17), can be found in the list as well. If the user does not agree that 
the first solution is the most suitable for solving the problem, she or he can consider 
any other solution in the list, or set new weights and solve the problem again.  

As the SA algorithm includes random elements, it may not produce the same solution 
every time it is run. Therefore the algorithm is run 50 times before a mean objective 
function value is calculated. For a given solution time – 5, 10, 15 seconds etc. – val-
ues from the 50 tests are used to calculate mean values (z) for the objective function. 
From this set of values, the minimum value is also extracted:  

ž =  }{min
50,...,1 ii

z
=

where zi = the objective function value in run i. Furthermore, the coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) is calculated as:  

CV = 
z
σ100  

where σ is the standard deviation.  

In Figure 1, mean values for z, ž (expressed as the gap to the BKS) and CV over the 
results from the 19 problems, s1a1 – s3b3, have been calculated. It is clear that the 
algorithm sometimes produce inferior solutions. Although it is possible for the user 
to run the algorithm again and hope for a better solution, this is a flaw from a practic-
al perspective. The robustness of the algorithm does increase though, if the algorithm 
is allowed to run for a longer time. This is indicated by the decrease in the CV, and 
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not especially surprising, since the chance of finding a good solution, i.e. with an 
objective function value closer to the BKS, increases as the solution time increases. 
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Figure 1. Results when studying the robustness of the simulated annealing heuristic 

 

In Andersson and Värbrand (2004), two heuristics based on column generation were 
presented. A Dantzig-Wolfe master problem was solved with LP-relaxation and 
Branch and Bound in the first strategy. In the second, a Lagrangian heuristic was 
used to solve the master problem. In both strategies, new columns for the master 
problem were generated heuristically during the solution procedures. The perfor-
mance for the two heuristics was similar. It is therefore enough to compare the meta 
heuristics to one of the column generation heuristics; the one utilizing Lagrangian 
relaxation (LH).  
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Figure 2. Comparing the heuristics tabu search (TS), simulated annealing (SA) and 
Lagrangian column generation (LH) 
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The three different heuristics are compared in Figure 2, where mean values for the 
objective function values over 19 runs, s1a1 – s3b3, have been calculated. The results 
indicate that the TS heuristic is the most efficient. Compared to the SA heuristics, the 
TS also has the advantage of being deterministic, and thus presents the same solution 
each time it is run for a certain problem. The comparatively weak result for the LH 
algorithm is mainly due to the difficulty the algorithm has in producing good solu-
tions for the largest data set, s3. The LH algorithm suffers most of the three algo-
rithms from the increase in number of flights and aircraft.  

4. Conclusions  
Two meta heuristics, a tabu search and a simulated annealing algorithm both utilizing 
path relinking, have been developed and tested for the flight perturbation problem. 
The tabu search heuristic stands out as the preferable solution strategy, both when 
considering the quality of the solutions and the robustness of the method. Within 15 
seconds, the tabu search always produces a solution that is less than 0.3 % from the 
best known solution.  

The tool developed in the work is meant for assisting the flight controllers at an air-
line operations control centers. When a perturbation has disrupted the original aircraft 
schedule, the tool can be utilized, and will present a ranked set of structurally differ-
ent solutions to the flight controller. The controller can select one of the solutions in 
the list, or choose new weights, i.e. new objective function coefficients, and solve the 
problem again.  
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